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For 267 years now, Villeroy&Boch has stood for innovations which 

make life easier and richer. For culture – in the bathroom and on the 

table. For quality, passion and inspirational design. We invite you to 

join us on an exciting journey of inspiration. You will be delighted 

by our new products, modern designs and the unparalleled variety.

In 2015, we’d like to amaze you with new ideas that are all about 

hygiene, showering comfort and style.
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3-fold hygiene for your WC
Hygienic, reliable and easy to clean – you’re in safe 

hands with Villeroy&Boch in your home. Thanks 

to the innovative AntiBac finish, together with 

CeramicPlus and the rimless DirectFlush techno-

logy, we have the perfect hygiene solution for your 

WC. And the best thing about it is that you will 

even save on water and cleaning agents. It just 

doesn’t get safer than threefold hygiene. 

The bathroom with style
Aesthetic forms and a timelessly modern  

ambience transform your bathroom into a haven 

for personal wellbeing. Discover new collections 

with unusual designs that satisfy the highest  

requirements and give your bathroom a more 

stylish appearance based on your own personal 

taste. Design by Villeroy&Boch, as unique as you!

Showers made for you
Villeroy&Boch presents Infinity, our first range of 

shower trays that can be individually and precisely 

tailored to your bathroom. It enables you to align 

your needs with your room layout to optimum ef-

fect. Comfort just doesn’t get better than this. 

And, thanks to ViPrint, you can even make your 

shower tray match the floor tiles for maximum 

aesthetics in the bathroom.
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OCTAGON
A masterpiece of precision

You’ve come to expect the extraordinary 

from Villeroy&Boch. Yet Octagon really is a 

uniquely special design highlight. A symbol of 

perfection, the octagon has been translated 

into ceramics in a truly unique way. A  

masterpiece of precision and craftsmanship 

that brings together all the possibilities of the 

TitanCeram material innovation: highly  

precise corners and facets formed in ceramics 

– and complemented by an exclusive range of 

high-quality finishes, such as leather, stone or 

real-wood veneer. Octagon is pure elegance. 

Experience ceramic art at the highest level.

pro.villeroy-boch.com/octagon

Masterpiece / OCTAGON6 7



Hier muss noch 
EBV gemacht 

werden

CERAMIC COLOUR PEDESTAL FINISHES

PS Smoky Slate

A SELECTION OF EXCLUSIVE MATERIALS 

Edelweiss

PR Dark Chestnut 

PQ Mocha Leather 

DECORATIVE RING

Copper

Masterpiece / OCTAGON8 9



TitanCeram is an innovative material by Villeroy&Boch that incorporates all the experience 

we have gained in more than 260 years of ceramic manufacture. It was developed  

specifically for high-quality, premium designs. For the first time, TitanCeram permits the 

creation of products with a unique, precise design and extremely thin walls, sharply defined 

edges and all the advantages of high-quality ceramics. This is due not only thanks to special 

production steps but also the particular composition of clay, quartz, feldspar and titanium 

oxide. TitanCeram – the material for unusual design highlights of the best possible quality.

pro.villeroy-boch.com/titanceram TITANCERAM
Precision in its finest form

Innovation and technology / TITANCERAM10 11



VENTICELLO
Design the perfect line

Design all along the line to meet the high-

est requirements for modern, individual 

bathroom design. The new Venticello  

bathroom collection impressively com- 

bines form and function: very thin edges 

for a trendy, delicate design creating a 

sophisticated effect and featuring smart 

details, and part of a large product family. 

For a unique sense of space. Always  

a fitting solution, always distinctly  

individual.

pro.villeroy-boch.com/venticello

Bathroom collections / VENTICELLO12 13



1. STYLISH IN EVERY DIMENSION:  

Washbasins in ten sizes and different variants  

ranging from 500 to 1300 mm wide. With a 120 mm 

deep basin for maximum comfort.

2. CLASSY DESIGN: The washbasins with an edge 

that is just 18 mm thin determine the overall effect.

3. DELICATE STYLING: The clear design is also re-

flected in the surface-mounted washbasin with its 

semi-recessed look.

4. PRACTICAL DETAILS: The asymmetrical vanity 

washbasin sports an impressive amount of shelf 

space. 

5. DIVERSE OPTIONS: e.g. the 600 mm wash- 

basins with ground underside for wall mounting. 

They can also be built into countertops made 

from various materials.

2. 

3. 

4. 5. 

1. 

Bathroom collections / VENTICELLO 1514



DH Glossy White E1 Santana Oak E3 Stone Grey

E8 White Wood

RE Glass,

Glossy White 

RA Glass,

Glossy Grey

N9 Terra Matt

FQ Oak Graphite

MS White Matt PN Elm Impresso

FP Glossy Grey

VENTICELLO FURNITURE FINISHES VENTICELLO FURNITURE HANDLES

1 Chrome

3 Grey

2 White

5 Copper

PERSONALISED DESIGN: The different furniture  

finishes and handles can be combined to suit your 

personal taste. The vanity units come with one or 

two drawers – and, from a width of 1200 mm, even 

with twice the number of drawers.

4 Blue

VENTICELLO bathroom collection   SQUARO EDGE 12 bath   JUST tap fittings programme   X-PLANE + BERNINA tiles

Bathroom collections / VENTICELLO 1716



VENTICELLO bathroom collection   JUST tap fittings programme   OREGON tiles

1. FULLY-EQUIPPED: Elegant bidets and WCs (with

DirectFlush and AquaReduct) in different variants 

become a harmonious part of the bathroom. 

2. FLOOR-STANDING: Bidet and rimless wash-

down WC with SlimSeat – the flat WC lid encloses 

the seat.

3. ULTRA-FLAT: The SlimSeat Line echoes the delicate 

form, the flat WC lid fits flush with the seat. The fine 

line between the WC lid and seat becomes a design 

feature.

2. 

3. 

1. 

Bathroom collections / VENTICELLO18 19



VIVIA
Experience absolute comfort

Vivia makes life easier. There are lots of 

clever extras that can be combined to 

meet your individual needs: a luxuriously 

equipped shower that satisfies the high- 

est demands in terms of both space and 

comfort, plus large washbasins and com-

fortable WC models that make Vivia  

the perfectly-equipped living bathroom.  

Offering maximum comfort right down 

to the very last detail, the comprehensive 

collection by Villeroy&Boch also looks  

remarkably good.  Spot on for those who 

want to treat themselves to a really  

special bathroom.

pro.villeroy-boch.com/vivia

Bathroom collections / VIVIA 2120



1. 

 VIVIA bathroom collection JUST tap fittings programme LIGHT LUSION + NATURE SIDE tiles

1. MULTIPLE USES: The clever additional features 

of the washbasin console are also designed for 

use when seated. The long slim lever of the Just 

tap fittings is very easy to operate.

2. CONVENIENT EXTRAS: A foldaway mirror  

concealing a compartment for cosmetics with  

removable boxes, as well as sufficient storage 

space, make the washbasin console a very  

versatile piece of furniture.

3. COMPACT AND MOBILE: The unit on castors with 

practical storage space is always within reach and, 

if required, can be simply pushed underneath the 

washbasin console.
2. 3. 

Bathroom collections / VIVIA 2322



1. 2. 

1. 3. 

2. 4. 

1. + 2. BENEFICIAL SHOWER FEATURES:  

Different features, such as the rain shower and  

waterfall outlet, enhance showering comfort so that 

the stresses of the day are simply washed away. 

3. HIDDEN TALENTS: Useful storage space is  

concealed behind a door integrated into the shower 

panel. There is also a towel holder, so it‘s possible 

to dry oneself in the warm shower zone. Additional 

shelf space for shower utensils keeps things looking 

tidy. Available in White and Anthracite, to match the 

shower tray and stool.

4. SAFE SEAT: The practical shower stool with a 

high-quality plastic seat in White or Anthracite is 

completely waterproof. Thanks to its anti-slip  

properties, the stool offers maximum safety.

1. LEVEL ENTRY: Flush-fit installation of the Squaro 

Infinity shower tray makes entering the shower 

easy and safe. The Quaryl® shower tray, available in 

various sizes, colours and installation variants,  

is perfectly tailored to your needs. You’ll find more 

information on Squaro Infinity from page 54  

onwards.

2. PRACTICAL DESIGN AND VARIETY:  

The impressive shower enclosure with optional  

integrated full-length mirror is both practical and 

stylish. It is available in many different sizes.

Bathroom collections / VIVIA24 25



1. 

2. 

3. 

1. ATTRACTIVE DESIGN: The Vivia SA-Line sauna 

in Glossy White complements the Vivia furniture 

programme beautifully, harmonising with the  

modern look in colour and design.

2. MULTIFUNCTIONAL OPTIONS: Whether you  

prefer a classic sauna or infrared, the cabin can be 

equipped with various features as required.

3. SPACE-SAVING DESIGN: The sauna blends per-

fectly into the bathroom. It is available in various 

sizes and, thanks to the simple assembly system, 

can be quickly installed in the desired position.

Bathroom collections / VIVIA SA-LINE 2726



VIVIA COMFORT WC with ComfortSeat

1. 

4. 3. 2.

1. EXTREMELY COMFORTABLE: With its longer, wider form, the Vivia Comfort WC with DirectFlush offers a high degree of comfort.  This is also thanks to the specially developed ComfortSeat with its wider,  

ergonomic form. 

2. FAMILIAR COMFORT: The standard-size Vivia WC is also fitted with rimless DirectFlush technology and is very easy to clean.

3. SLIMLINE: The ultra-flat SlimSeat features a distinctive, delicate design.

4. UTMOST PRACTICALITY: Combined with ViClean-U+, the Vivia WC offers maximum hygiene. 

Further information: ViClean-U+ from page 52.

VIVIA WC with SlimSeat VIVIA WC with standard seat VIVIA WC with ViClean-U+

INTRODUCING THE VIVIA WCs

Bathroom collections / VIVIA28 29



1.

2.

1. BEAUTIFULLY PRACTICAL: The innovative interior compartments of the My View 14+ mirror cabinet with  

intelligent rail system and lockable compartment keep things tidy.

2. FOR A NEAT BATHROOM: The tall cabinet offers plenty of storage space and a door with a full-length mirror.

FP Glossy GreyDH Glossy White E3 Stone Grey E8 White WoodE1 Santana Oak

N9 Terra MattFQ Oak Graphite MS White Matt PN Elm ImpressoVIVIA bathroom collection SQUARO EDGE 12 bath JUST tap fittings programme X-PLANE + PURE LINE + PLACE tiles

VIVIA FURNITURE FINISHES

Bathroom collections / VIVIA 3130



VIVIA bathroom collection SQUARO INFINITY shower tray JUST tap fittings programme X-PLANE + NATURE SIDE tiles

1. 

2. 3. 

1. IN PERFECT ORDER: Removable accessory  

boxes can be used to hold small objects and  

keep drawers spic and span.

2. MOBILE STORAGE: With its top tray and two  

drawers, the unit on castors offers additional  

storage space in the bathroom.

3. FLEXIBLE AMOUNT OF SPACE: Thanks to the  

optional illuminated drawers, even objects hidden 

away at the back of the drawer can be found quickly 

and easily.

Bathroom collections / VIVIA 3332



LEGATO
Unique, both night and day

Clear-cut and timelessly modern, Legato is

a complete bathroom collection of uniform 

elegance for sophisticated tastes. Straight-

lined ceramics perfectly complement the 

expressive design of this very successful 

furniture programme. The washbasin, in 

particular, appears to hover: an effect that 

can be further heightened at night with the 

optional LED lighting. The handleless, 

commodious furniture now also comes in 

the on-trend colour White Wood, offering 

plenty of scope for combination – for a 

bathroom that’s as unique as your style.  

pro.villeroy-boch.com/legato

Bathroom collections / LEGATO 3534



ARTIS
Sublimely fine forms

Geometry is the basis of every concept: 

ever-present from the initial form-finding 

stage right through to the final design. In 

interior design, clean, geometric forms are 

frequently used to add style and personality. 

Lightness and elegance underline the mod-

ern look. Artis, Villeroy&Boch’s premium 

edition of surface-mounted washbasins, 

helps you express your personal style.  

Choose from four puristic, delicate forms 

and bring modern interior design to your 

bathroom!

pro.villeroy-boch.com/artis
FORM Square 

Bathroom collections / ARTIS 3736



FORM Oval  

CLEAR-CUT DESIGN: The delicate, clear forms of 

this edition highlight the premium character. They 

stand for truly special bathrooms.

FORM Rectangular

Bathroom collections / ARTIS 3938



2.

1. 

FORM Round  

1. DELICATE EDGES: The new material, Titan-

Ceram, permits particularly thin edges and gives 

the bathroom a timelessly modern look.

2. FINE FORMS, GREATER DESIGN FREEDOM:  

In combination with the vanity unit from the Legato 

furniture programme, the surface-mounted wash-

basins appear particularly light, almost weightless.

FORM Round  

Bathroom collections / ARTIS 4140



The Hommage premium collection is as 

timeless as it is distinctive and has now been 

extended to include a completely new look. 

All existing bathroom furniture is now also 

available in the classically elegant White 

Matt Lacquer. New washbasin countertops 

made of black marble provide a high-quality 

contrast to the ceramics and create very 

special highlights in this luxury bathroom.

pro.villeroy-boch.com/hommage

Paying tribute to a great age
HOMMAGE

Bathroom collections / HOMMAGE 4342
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My View-In completes the successful range 

of My View mirror cabinets. The body, 

which is 100 mm deep, is fitted almost flush 

into a wall recess, blending harmoniously 

into the bathroom design while elegantly 

concealing plenty of storage space. Fitted 

with an integrated LED light, innovative 

sensor and extensive accessories, such as a 

socket, magnifying mirror and practical 

magnetic strip, My View-In is available in 

five sizes ranging from 600 to 1300 mm.

pro.villeroy-boch.com/myview-in

A mirror with 
 a hidden secret

MY VIEW-IN

Bathroom collections / MY VIEW-IN 4544



The new ViConnect product category com-

plements the Villeroy&Boch ceramic WCs 

to perfection. Modern and timeless flush 

plates in an exclusive Villeroy&Boch design 

allow for a personalised bathroom style. 

The glass variants in four premium colours 

or with LED light are a real highlight and 

perfectly offset the Villeroy&Boch furniture 

finishes. The product category also com- 

prises reliable dry-wall and brick-wall  

construction elements tailored to suit every 

building scenario.

pro.villeroy-boch.com/viconnect

MODEL COLOUR VARIANTS

E100

61 Chrome

61 Chrome

69 Brushed  
Chrome

69 Brushed  
Chrome

68  White

68  White

E200

M200 RB Glass,  
Glossy Black

RA Glass, 
Glossy Grey

RT Glass,  
Terra

RE Glass, 
Glossy White

RB Glass,  
Glossy Black

L200
with LED light

VICONNECT FLUSH PLATESVICONNECT
The clever connection 

Innovation and technology / VICONNECT 4746



Manufacturer:
Product category:
Type:
Model:
Registration number:

Sanit
WC flush system
Flushing cistern
CC 121
WS1055620130927

Water Efficiency Criteria

Flush volume 6,0 l
Flush volume 5,0 / 4,0 l

With flush stop function
Dual flushing

Information about use and installation: www.wellonline.eu.
A Label of EUnited Valves
European Valve Manufacturers Association

Manufacturer:
Product category:
Type:
Model:
Registration number:

Sanit
WC flush system
Flushing cistern
CC 121
WS1055620130927

Water Efficiency Criteria

Flush volume 6,0 l
Flush volume 5,0 / 4,0 l

With flush stop function
Dual flushing

Information about use and installation: www.wellonline.eu.
A Label of EUnited Valves
European Valve Manufacturers Association

D F
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E
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FOR DRY-WALL CONSTRUCTION

A. WC element – standard height

B. WC element – free-standing

C. WC element – low, height 820 mm

D. WC element – low, height 985 mm

E. WC element – compact

FOR BRICK-WALL CONSTRUCTION

F. Concealed cistern with metal frame

G. Concealed cistern with metal frame – compact

H. Concealed cistern

I. Concealed cistern – compact

VICONNECT  

SUPPORTS SUSTAINABILITY

•	 All flush plates with 2-volume flush for reduced 

 water consumption

•	 Flushing volume is easily adjustable (6/3 l or 4.5/3 l)

•	 Intuitive	and	fast	installation	of	the	 

 flush plate thanks to innovative cable 

 technology with bayonet joint

•	 Diverse	application	possibilities	 

 thanks to flexible wall installation
•	 Reduced noise flow thanks to tested  
 filling valve and drain fitting

•	 Integrated	vertical	struts	for	 

 safe installation with Supra- 

 Fix and WCs with shortened  

 rear panel 

•	 Can	be	used	with	ViClean

•	 Height-adjustable	feet

•	 Durable	frame	made	of	powder- 
 coated steel

•	 Mounting	clip	for	the	outlet	elbow	 
 has four settings

TECHNICAL ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE

Innovation and technology / VICONNECT 4948



Lasting protection against bacteria

PRODUCT RANGE

AntiBac is the innovative hygiene solu- 

tion for both private bathrooms and 

busy commercial areas where there is a 

high risk of bacteria being transmitted. 

The new glaze contains silver ions and 

has been proven to reduce the growth of 

bacteria on ceramic surfaces and WC 

seats by more than 99.9%. In combina- 

tion with CeramicPlus and the rimless 

DirectFlush WCs, AntiBac ensures max-

imum cleanliness and hygiene – for the 

entire product lifetime!

pro.villeroy-boch.com/antibac

WASHBASINS Omnia Architectura Vita, 

600 / 650 mm

O.novo Vita, 550 / 600 mm O.novo Vita, 800 mm

DIRECTFLUSH WCS O.novo Vita, extended O.novo Vita, raised O.novo

Omnia Architectura Subway 2.0 Joyce

WCS Omnia Architectura Vita O.novo Vita,  wash-down WC O.novo Vita,  wash-out WC

ANTIBAC
Innovation and technology / ANTIBAC 5150



VICLEAN-U+
Beyond technology

REMOTE CONTROL

SHOWER NOZZLE

ViClean-U+ offers the perfect combination 

of WC and bidet. Thanks to the new,  

concealed, integrated water and power 

connections, the clear-cut design of this 

premium shower toilet really comes to the 

fore. Numerous individual functions satisfy 

the highest demands in terms of comfort 

and hygiene and ensure a pleasant feeling of 

cleanliness that can only be achieved with 

modern cleansing with water. Discover 

consummate perfection: ViClean-U+.

pro.villeroy-boch.com/vicleanu+

Innovation and technology / VICLEAN-U+52 53



40
MM

MINIMALIST DESIGN: The colour of the flush-fitting designer outlet cover perfectly matches the shower tray and is finished with a chrome-plated strip.  

Its drainage rate of 40 l/min is well above standard.

With Squaro Infinity, Villeroy&Boch pre-

sents an innovative shower tray made of 

Quaryl® that can be cut to size right down to 

the last millimetre. Available in various sizes, 

it can even be adapted to accommodate  

corners, columns or projections. This opens 

up a wealth of possibilities for bathroom  

design and offers a customised solution even 

for complex room layouts. The slim, ultra-flat 

form and the flush, integrated outlet cover set 

the highest standards in terms of design. 

pro.villeroy-boch.com/squaroinfinity

SQUARO INFINITY
The customised solution 

Shower trays / SQUARO INFINITY 5554



VARIETY DOWN TO THE VERY LAST MILLIMETRE: Available in 49  

sizes, Squaro Infinity offers unlimited design possibilities to meet  

individual comfort requirements. Special dimensions are available  

in every size from 1800 x 1000 to 800 x 700 mm and can be cut  

precisely to size with millimetre accuracy. Individual, customised  

special shapes are also possible.

PERFECT FIT: Thanks to customised special shapes, 

the shower tray can even be fitted around pedestals, 

projections and unusual angles. The pore-free surface 

is easy to clean and therefore particularly hygienic.

Width in mm

Le
n

g
th

 i
n

 m
m

700 750 800 900 1000

800

900

1000

1100

1200

1300

1400  *

1500  *

1600

1700

1800

* only suitable for flush-fit installation

UNLIMITED DESIGN FREEDOM

Shower trays / SQUARO INFINITY 5756



Three different installation methods: Whatever the size, each 

shower tray can be fitted flush, which is perfect for barrier-free 

entry. The two surface-mounted variants are possible for  

selected models.

INSTALLATION ON TILES

INSTALLATION ON A BASE

FLUSH-FIT INSTALLATION

Five attractive colours to meet every taste, harmoniously matched to the colours of the Villeroy & Boch tiles. Highest anti-slip class C for maximum safety.

SHOWER TRAY COLOURS AND OUTLET COVER COLOURS*

* The outlet cover colours exactly match the shower tray colours.

EASY AND SAFE  
INSTALLATION

3S Grey 4S Brown1S Anthracite 2S Crème41 Edelweiss

Shower trays / SQUARO INFINITY58 59



40
MM

Adapts and fits in
SUBWAY INFINITY

Subway Infinity is the new ceramic shower 

tray by Villeroy&Boch that can be cut to size. 

It is available in customised dimensions and 

can even be adapted to fit complex layouts, 

with columns, corners or projections. With 

the help of the completely new ViPrint décors, 

the shower tray can be designed to match  

Villeroy&Boch floor tiles. Fitting flush with 

the matching tiles, the Subway Infinity  

rimless shower tray is the ideal addition to any 

modern bathroom.

pro.villeroy-boch.com/subwayinfinity

Shower trays / SUBWAY INFINITY 6160



VIPRINT –  
GIVING SHOWERS 
A NEW LOOK 

With ViPrint, Villeroy&Boch introduces 

completely new options for personalised 

bathroom design. With the innovative tech-

nology, the décor of the most popular  

Villeroy&Boch tile collections can be ap-

plied to the Subway Infinity shower tray. In 

this way, the ViPrint décors create a uniform 

look and an almost seamless transition be-

tween the shower tray and floor surface. 

Offering anti-slip class PN12, the ViPrint 

décors also provide greater safety.

Width in mm

Le
n

g
th

 in
 m

m

700 750 800 900

800

900

1000

1200

1400

1500

The ViPrint models are available in 18 sizes and only suitable for flush-fit  
installation.

EASY AND SAFE INSTALLATION  

Three different installation methods: Whatever the size, each shower tray can be fitted flush, 

which is perfect for barrier-free entry. The two surface-mounted variants are possible for 

selected models.

The ViPrint models are only suitable for flush-fit installation.

INSTALLATION ON TILES

INSTALLATION ON A BASE

FLUSH-FIT INSTALLATION

LODGE BEIGE-EFFECT SHORT: 
The grain runs the width of the shower.

X-PLANE ANTHRACITE-EFFECT

A1 Lodge  

Beige-Effect 

short 

A2 X-Plane  

Crème-Effect

VIPRINT DÉCORS*

* For technical reasons relating to the production process, minor differences 

in colour apply between ViPrint and tile décors.

A3 X-Plane  

Anthracite- 

Effect

Shower trays / SUBWAY INFINITY62 63



GREATER DESIGN FREEDOM

With a large number of models in 26 sizes, Subway Infinity offers individual design possi-

bilities with special dimensions and forms. On request, each model can be precisely cut with 

millimetre accuracy to any size between 1600 x 1000 and 800 x 750 mm. And customised 

special shapes are also possible, too. The Subway Infinity shower tray ensures a precise fit 

and becomes an integral part of the bathroom design – even with columns, projections and 

unusual angles.

Width in mm

Le
n

g
th

 in
 m

m

700 750 800 900 1000

800  *  *

900

1000

1100

1200  *

1300

1400

1500  *  *

1600

* only suitable for flush-fit installation

150

150 150

150

Perfectly match the colours of Villeroy & Boch tiles, with  

anti-slip class PN18 for maximum safety: 

68 White 61 Chrome

OUTLET COVER COLOURS

For white  

shower trays:

For coloured shower trays, 

choose from:

01 White  
Anti-slip

W9 Ardoise  
Anti-slip

TP Taupe
Anti-slip

SHOWER TRAY COLOURS

69 Brushed 
Chrome

Shower trays / SUBWAY INFINITY 6564



Our system collection for the commercial 

sector is more versatile than ever. Based on 

clear forms and well-considered functions, 

three WCs plus new wall-mounted and 

built-in washbasins have been added to the 

range. The semi-recessed washbasin is par-

ticularly attractive and gives the room a 

unique character. This opens up even more 

possibilities for equipping (semi-)public 

projects of any size. And its excellent value 

for money is an added bonus.

pro.villeroy-boch.com/architectura
ARCHITECTURA

Fits any plan
Projects / ARCHITECTURA 6766



NEW

Compact Standard XL

NEW NEW NEW NEW NEW

NEW NEW

NEW

Thanks to its larger dimensions, the new XL WC 

offers modern comfort for the heavy and tall. The 

new compact WC is ideally suited for rooms where 

space is limited yet without compromising on 

comfort. Both variants are, of course, equipped 

with the tried and tested DirectFlush technology.

NEW

NEW

SYSTEM SOLUTION FOR THE COMMERCIAL SECTOR

Projects / ARCHITECTURA 6968



1. 3. 

2. 4. 

1. + 5. VARIABLE SOLUTIONS: If required, the new 

wall-mounted washbasins can also be built into a 

washbasin countertop or console.

2. WITH TAP HOLE SURFACE: The new semi-surface- 

mounted washbasin.

3. SPACE-SAVING: The new compact WC with Direct-

Flush technology.

4. UP-TO-DATE: The rectangular WC is now also avail- 

able with DirectFlush technology.

5.

ARCHITECTURA bathroom collection  CULT tap fittings programme  LIGHT & SHADE + X-PLANE tiles

Projects / ARCHITECTURA 7170



O.NOVO VITA
Design knows no barriers

Accessible bathroom design has a new 

standard: O.novo Vita. The extended  

collection comprises versatile bathroom 

ceramics and accessories for special  

requirements. Attractive details, such as 

the handles on the ceramic washbasin, 

offer extra comfort for every hospital  

or cross-generational bathroom. O.novo 

Vita complies with all the standards  

for accessible bathrooms and the special  

DirectFlush WCs and optional AntiBac 

glaze satisfy even strict hygiene  

requirements. For beautiful barrier-free 

bathrooms.

 

pro.villeroy-boch.com/onovovita
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1. DESIGN SUITABLE FOR WHEELCHAIR USERS: 

The wall-mounted WC with an extended projection 

makes it easier to move from the wheelchair to the 

WC.

2. HIGHER SEATED COMFORT: The raised floor- 

standing WC facilitates sitting down and standing 

up.

3. EASY ORIENTATION:The WC seats are also avail- 

able in blue to help dementia sufferers recognise 

them. 

4. SAFE OPERATION: A groove on the edge of the 

WC lid makes it easier to open and close, whilst 

special buffers prevent the seat from slipping side-

ways. Seat and lid are equipped with AntiBac as 

standard. You’ll find more information on AntiBac 

from page 50.
4. 

3. 

3. 

1. 

1. 

2. 

2. 

1. DESIGN AND FUNCTION: The handles, that are 

specially integrated in the ceramics, make it easier 

to pull up a wheelchair. They can also be used as  

a towel holder. 

2. MORE LEGROOM: The washbasins are fully 

wheelchair-compatible.

3. WELL THOUGHT-OUT: A groove on the underside 

of the washbasin serves as a support and provides 

stability when standing.
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MORE NEW PRODUCTS at a GLANCE MORE NEW PRODUCTS at a GLANCE

EasyAccess: The Push&Pull siphon  
with receptacle
The EasyAccess siphon facilitates cleaning the outlet because, unlike the conventional siphon, 

it is easily accessible from above. Particularly practical: Earrings or other jewellery that is  

accidentally dropped in the bowl are no longer lost as they land in an integrated receptacle 

that can be quickly removed from above without having to dismantle the pipe.

For more information, go to pro.villeroy-boch.com/easyaccess

Subway 2.0 WCs with a new design

For the first time, Subway 2.0 also offers floor-standing WCs and bidets, 

as well as a wall-mounted compact WC. They extend the range of  

Villeroy&Boch rimless DirectFlush WCs and feature a compact design 

with uniformly smooth surfaces and a contemporary, elegant look.

For more information, go to pro.villeroy-boch.com/subway2.0

Find the right whirlpool even more quickly

The new, clearly structured range now makes choosing the right Villeroy&Boch whirlpool system much 

easier and offers the ideal model for every comfort requirement. The three systems AirPool, HydroPool 

and CombiPool are all available in two comfort versions.

For more information, go to pro.villeroy-boch.com/whirlpools2.0 

AIRPOOL 

WITH AIR JETS IN THE BASE OF   

THE BATH

The air system for an invigorating 

massage.

HYDROPOOL 

WITH WATER JETS IN THE SIDES OF 

THE BATH

The water system for a selective body 

massage.

COMBIPOOL 

WITH AIR JETS IN THE BASE AND  

WATER JETS IN THE SIDES

The combination of AirPool and  

HydroPool for a full-body  

massage.
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VILLEROY&BOCH on the INTERNET VILLEROY&BOCH on the INTERNET

Visit us online
To explore and find out more about the  

new products and the entire Villeroy&Boch  

range visit us on the Internet. You’ll find 

practical planning tools for bathroom  

design, a dealer search and lots of other 

services that will take you one step closer to 

your dream bathroom. We hope you have 

fun discovering more about Villeroy&Boch! 

pro.villeroy-boch.com 

www.villeroy-boch.com

BATHROOM INSPIRATOR 

FEEL THE INSPIRATION AND PUT TOGETHER YOUR OWN PRODUCT COMBINATIONS

www.villeroyboch.com/bathroom-inspiration

DEALER SEARCH 

FIND A SPECIALIST DEALER NEAR YOU 

www.villeroyboch.com/dealerlocator

BATHROOM PLANNER

PLAN AND DESIGN YOUR DREAM BATHROOM USING YOUR BATHROOM’S  

ACTUAL DIMENSIONS 

www.villeroyboch.com/bathroom-planner

AUGMENTED REALITY APP 

PROJECT OUR PRODUCTS INTO YOUR BATHROOM 

www.villeroyboch.com/augmented-reality-app

Internet 7978
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